Dear Ms Clark
I am so upset and angry right now. I have been making applications to something called PET ACCESS which
allows doctors to make application for a PET not covered by PET.
THey were messing this woman with cervical cancer around since 20/12 2016.....I heard about and I will
explain in detail how I have now represented patients to them
HOWEVER...she did get her PET and I have just read it! After 15 years of seeing these cases, it is still
upsetting.
This patient DEMONSTRATES WHY she should have had a PET as her initial investigation.
She has had radiation treatment to her pelvis and I'm looking now finally at a PET scan.
She clear has very active cancer in lymph nodes..>BUT...because the radiation physician didn't know this, she
didn't treat with therapeutic dose..NOW WE CAN'T go back and radiation unless we use focused gamma knife.
The PET also showed cancer in other lymph nodes not reported on her compulsory MR and CT exams
because they are of 'normal size criteria'!!!!
AND also the PET shows she may already have small lung metastasis.
In the US this would be a criminal charge against her physicians, except they have no choice since what they
can order is controlled by these physicians at CCO.
I will send you some pictures later so it will make it so obvious why in Paraguay her physicians would have
known she needed a PET/CT and not the investigations she is forced to have AND if I had not of aggressively
intervened...she would not have had this PET!
I am going to meet with the patient..but there is a good chance, that they will have lost the window to treat her
more successfully all because she has the misfortune of living in a PATIENTS FIRST WYNNE Hoskins Ontario.
This surely has to come to light....
Also I am now meeting with Ms. Christine Elliot the Patient Ombudsman for Ontario. One normally doesn't meet
with the Ombudsman, but she has agreed to meet with me on April 6th.
What I have mentioned to you yet is that I worked with three Ombudsman (General) and in spite of knowing
much more than you have yet seen...they have dismissed all the concerns raised by Canadian and
International PET experts...buried the investigations from Public access and Mr. Marin went on record
congratulating the Ontario government on their handling PET.
The current Ombudsman is refusing to respond to my letters asking him to clarify his rulings and answer my
questions...this has been since at least November in spite of Registered Letters.
If you need to talk, my cell doesn't work in the reporting room in Thunder Bay where I am reading PET now...
1-807-684-6300 and they could page me or my extension if in room is 6998.

I am so tired of seeing how women like this are being made victims,.... and it is worse for women with more
advanced forms of breast cancer.
Thanks

